Plus
The High Performance, Universal Scanner
Fast, Powerful and Easy-to-Use
TOP OF THE LINE MICROFILM SCANNER, the ScanPro 2200 Plus has all of the tools and capabilities to
work with all of your film types easily, quickly and effectively.
We have added the 7-105x optical zoom lens as standard. This provides an unprecedented capability
to read small text and view fine details on your microfilm. Only the ScanPro microfilm scanners have
this capability.
Continual automatic focus (FOCUS-lock) continues to be recognized as a main reason patrons love
the ScanPro. The image on the screen maintains focus even during optical zoom, providing convenience and saving the operator time.
One-click “Auto-Adjust” to adjust brightness, contrast, straighten the image and put a crop box
around the image - patrons call this the “magic button”.

UPGRADE TO THE NEW SCANPRO PLUS AT ANY TIME!
The ScanPro 2200 Plus provides all of the
features of the Standard ScanPro 1100, as
well as cutting-edge capabilities such as
INFO-Link, WORD-Search and more to
further improve ease-of-use and work flow
efficiency.
EXCEPTIONAL RELIABILITY
ScanPro products are built for durability in public
use applications. It is not unusual to find ScanPro
scanners with over 1,000,000 scans and working just
like new. And, we are passing that reliability on to
you....

The best value of any microfilm scanner on the market
Spot Edit including Redact, fully Automatic Image Adjust,
Straighten, Brightness and Contrast.
Automatic scanning of a full or partial roll of microfilm.

Your ScanPro purchase now
comes with a 3-year
warranty!
www.e-imagedata.com

340 Grant Street, Hartford, WI 53027

p) 800-251-2261
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Plus
Built for rigorous public use
ScanPro products are built for durability in
public use applications. The construction is
heavy gauge steel throughout and all moving
parts use steel bearings for precision, performance and long term reliability. It is not
unusual to find ScanPro scanners with over
1,000,000 scans and working just like new.

Performance

ScanPro 2200 Plus Features and Specifications
USB3.0 Camera: High optical resolution 45 lp/mm1 (6.6 megapixels)
Camera optical image orientation portrait and landscape plus 120°
Maximum image size: 424 megapixels (image size is not optical resolution)
Optical zoom magnification of 7 to 105x provides the highest optical image resolution
across the entire range in the industry
Digital zoom magnification: 7 to 1575x
Fit to Window fills the entire monitor screen leaving no blank area
On-screen magnifier (selectable zoom) to read small text and examine fine details. Scan
and print what is seen in the magnifier
Continual image focus (Focus Lock) even during optical zoom

Small and compact, the ScanPro 2200 fits
almost anywhere. One CLICK on-screen
buttons complete look-ups quickly and
efficiently. The combination carriers for all
microforms are easy and fast to operate.

Soft, bright, film-optimized, monochromatic LEDs with lifetime warranty and optically clear
carrier glass for best image quality
Fiche/Aperture Card Carrier
(optional)16/35 universal and 16/35/M cartridge universal carriers
Media: Ultra-fiche (reduction ≥ 90X), micro opaques (optional)
PRECISION-Guide film rollers: Low inertia, easy-to-thread, ball bearing rollers provide
precision control of film image position and movement

Exceptionally Easy to Use

PowerScan Productivity Suite (optional)

The ScanPro 2200 Plus software is an intuitive
Windows® computer application with familiar
icons and text labels. And, the on-screen help
menu is available for all controls to help the
user at any time.

ScanPro Roll Film Carriers are the best in
the industry.
ScanPro roll film carriers provide the operator
with precision micro positioning of the microfilm image. These controls include image
advance slow and fast (forward and reverse),
image scrolling, image framing and auto-rewind. These controls are conveniently located
on the monitor screen so that the operator does
not have to move back and forth between
physical buttons on the scanner and the
software on-screen buttons. Operators report
that having all buttons in one place is a significant convenience
ScanPro products have a proven track record
of performance and reliability backed by
factory trained and certified resellers.

Built in America

Powerful Tools and features for
working with all of your microfilm

Customizable Film Selection Wizard One-click to automatically set up your scanner
Presets retain all settings including optical zoom and focus
Single page OCR PDF using ABBYY fine reader
Specify the printed document dimensions
Specify the scanned document dimensions
One-click print buttons: Print to up to three printers (located nearly anywhere); print to
paper trays to select paper sizes, print to plotters, specify where on the paper to print or
center, turn on/off watermark and copyright warnings
One-click scan buttons: Scan to e-mail (direct within the ScanPro software), hard drive,
CD, Cloud
Previous/Next: Automatically moves the film one image for each click
SPOT- Edit™ (live editing provides speed and accuracy): Select any area (or multiple
areas) then adjust brightness, contrast, redact or whiteout for any selection
One-click AUTO-Adjust button: Adjusts brightness, contrast, straightens, and crops
Optical straighten: Select Automatic, Line or Manual
Digital Rotation: Click to rotate image 90°, Click to mirror image
MergeClips™: Combine, arrange, and size scans to a single page, plus annotation
USB3/USB2/USB1: Convenient, front access port for portable flash drives
Automatic-Scanning (Included)
Auto Straighten, Crop, Resize and OCR as you scan
Unlimited scans, up to 10 pages per minute
AUTO-Scan Pro (optional)
Auto Straighten, Crop, Resize, and OCR as you scan
Auto Brightness & Contrast
Unlimited scans, up to 55 pages per minute

1 Optical Image Resolution @ Newspaper Mag.

ScanPro 2200 Plus Product Information

Fits almost anywhere

Smallest operating footprint

Operating Systems

Win 7 to Win 10 (32 and 64 bit)

Dimensions (H x W x L)

18cm x 31cm x 41cm/7in x 12in x 16in

Weight/ Power

9kg (19.5lbs)/ 100-240VAC 50/60Hz

Film Path

Straight (film not pulled across glass edges)

Energy Efficiency

ENERGY STAR® Certified

Product Safety

OSHA workplace safety certified to US/CA standards

Scanner & RF Carrier

3-year factory warranty

Patents 8,269,890 8,537,279 9,179,019 9,197,766 9,158,983
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